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Quilting Times
Join us!!

Tar River Piecemakers Quilting Guild
Meets at 10:00 the second Saturday of every month 
at the Arts Centre at the Imperial Centre for Arts & 
Sciences 270 Gay Street, Rocky Mount, NC.  27804

Our Next Meeting
Saturday, October 9th, 2021 

10:00 AM
At the ARTS CENTER

MASKS ARE REQUIRED

From The Leadership Team!

Wear Your Name Tag
Bring Show & Tell

Return Borrowed Library Books
Bring Finished Friendship Star Block

 
 

Wow! We made it, 3 months of in-person meetings. It’s great to see everyone. The Birthday celebration was fun. 
I’m, personally, looking forward to the next year. I’m working on a back-up plan; in the event this pandemic won’t 
allow us to meeting person…. again. There are several options now available to not-for-profit groups that were 
not available at the beginning of the pandemic. 

We have a couple of new committees. Harvey Sopher and Lin Varney are now the chairs of the Public Relations 
committee. Pam Smith has agreed to be our Program Chairperson starting in January. She is currently the chair 
of the “Bees”. In October, we will be celebrating “Christmas in October”. We have demonstrations set up by a few 
of our members for quick, easy projects that can be done for Christmas. I’m looking forward to that as I’m always 
lost for what to create for gifts. 

Happy Fall! That means cooler weather, I hope. I have this beautiful “she-shed”, also known to my family and 
friends as my “quilting cottage”, that we haven’t been able to work on due to the extremely warm weather we 
have had this summer. I’m hoping to at least get drywall on the walls and then we can start moving my sewing 
equipment to my cottage.  I want to get back into my happy space and that’s quilting.

We have had a few new members over the past few months. Please be sure to introduce yourself, at our next 

meeting. Hopefully, we will be able to resume the 4th Saturday Bee soon. We are hoping to share of love of 
creating and quilting with more people.

Debbie Nivison                                                                                                                                                                                            

Leadership



Tar River Piecemakers Quilting Guild Meeting Minutes 09-11-2021
Ramona Orzell, as interim leader, called the TRPQG meeting to order at 10:02 am and welcomed everyone to the Guilds 21st 
Birthday Meeting. She wished Happy Birthday to all with a birthday in September.
A motion to approve the Meeting Minutes for August was made by Linda Baggett and seconded by Lisa Clark. A motion to 
approve the Treasurer’s Report for August was made by Nancy Knapp and seconded by Sarah Wade. Both motions passed.

Committee Reports:
Charity Outreach:  Pat Riemenschneider was out of town. Ramona brought kits and patterns for members to check out. 
Membership: Jinx Abernathy –26 people in attendance at this meeting including 2 guests. 
Library: Martha Blount/Maryann Rettino –“Even More Quilts for Baby” by Ursule Reikes was added to the Library.
Webpage: - Frankie Powell 
Newsletter/Facebook: Jennie Wright – Jennie thanked everyone for the pictures that were posted on the Facebook page. Five 
new members came from the FB page. The raffle at the Broken Needle continues until the end of September.
Sunshine and Shadows: Ramona Orzell – Paula Loges is home now and Katherine Carter is doing well. Mae Carroll is in a 
Hospital Facility in Durham
Bee Keeper: Pam Smith 
Hospitality: No news.
Public Relations: Harvey Sopher and Lin Varney
Programs: Pam Smith

Old Business:  Brown Bag Challenge has ended. Question of the change of the Guild’s fiscal year is still pending.
New Business:
Installation of new officers for 2021-2022: 
Lisa Clark and Debbie Nivison – Team Leaders. 
Rosalyn Ryers  - Treasurer.
October 9th Meeting: Christmas in October (Demos)
Program:
Tribute to 9-11 (2001) was given by Jinx Abernathy.
Harvey Sopher presented a slide show of TRPQG from 2019-2021.
History of the TRPQG was given by Jinx Abernathy.
2 games were played:   Quilting Word Search – won by Jean Doyle
                                       Block Wheel of Fortune – won by Rosalyn Ryers
                               

Drawings:      First Time Sew & Tell – Michele Carpentier
                       Sew & Tell – Rosalyn Ryers
                       Membership – Barbara Myers

Meeting adjourned at 11:50 am.

Respectfully submitted,
Jean Doyle, Secretary

TRPQG OUTREACH
During the month of September we have distributed 5 quilts to the Nash UNC Hospital Neonatal Unit.

Six knit caps, 12 mug rugs, and 3 quilts were delivered to the Cancer Care Unit at Nash.
The Christian Adoption Agency received 5 baby quilts with matching blocks.

Maryann Rettino will be taking 5 baby quilts for neonatal care and 12 mug rugs with 3 knitted caps for the Cancer 
Center to Vidant Hospital in Tarboro.

Sandy Batchelor will deliver 4 quilts to the Veteran's Center in Kinston.

It was such a joy to see how happy the staff at these locations were to have us back in business. You do make a 
difference! Thank you again for all of your hard work.

Pat Riemenschneider



Tips, Tricks  &Techniques
TIP:  When a top seam allowance is facing down as it 

reaches the sewing machine needle, it will more 
likely create a gap at that intersection.  When the 
seam allowance is facing the needle, you’ll get a 
more snug intersection because the presser foot is 
pushing the top seam allowance into the bottom 
seam allowance.

BOOK REVIEW
October 2021

The Big Book of Table Toppers by That Patchwork Place
 
This book has 56 patterns for table toppers.  The colors all look so pretty.  There are toppers 
for summer, Christmas, fall.  There are patterns with yoyos and some with hand applique.  I 
really think there is at least one pattern that everyone would love.  In most cases one can see 
how the authors quilted their runners.  How to quilt is always a problem for me.  The patterns 
often say “Quilt as desired.”   I think the illustrations given offer some good ideas.  Most of 
the cutting is done by rotary cutting.  There are a few templates for the appliques.
 
Because most of the runners are rectangles, one might even get some ideas for making full-sized quilts.  You could 
definitely get some good ideas if color selection is a problem for you.
 
One of my favorites in the book is called Star Spangled.  It is composed of two six inch blocks by five six inch 
blocks.  It is red, white, and blue but the colors are muted which makes it look old.  I can see expanding the number 
of blocks to make a lovely lap quilt for a veteran or any person who loves red, white, and blue.  A Christmas runner 
that I liked is called Wrapped Up in Ribbons.  Each block is 8” x 8” and looks like a present wrapped with 
ribbon.  The blocks are assembled on a white background fabric.  The border has  red, white, and green pieced 
zigzag blocks. This is a beautiful book to look through.  It is published by Martingale.
 
 Your quilt librarians,

Martha Blount
Maryann Rettino



A Big TRPQG Thank You

 *   Ramona Orzell  Who stepped up during August &
       September to lead the monthly meeting.  
      Also for serving as the TRPQG Treasurer.  

 *  Mat & Wendy at The Broken Needle  for their very 
        generous donation of gift certificates. 

 *  Harvey Sopher for mailing the newsletters, & taking
      pictures at the meetings

 *  Everyone who sews for outreach

 *  The Queen Bees

ATTENTION THE BROKEN NEEDLE  / TRPQG RAFFLE
A huge thank you to Matt & Wendy at The Broken Needle for donating gift certificates for thirteen lucky 
members of TRPQG.

There is a TRPQG member only raffle for one more $25 gift certificate.  All you have to do is go to the 
Broken Needle by September 30, 2021, Tell Matt or Wendy you are a TRPQG member and would like to 
enter the raffle for TRPQG members.  NO purchase necessary and you will not have to be present to win 
you just have to be a TRPQG member to enter.  You can enter every day that you visit The Broken Needle 
between now and September 30, 2021.   Good luck and happy shopping.  



There are still a FEW spaces left to 
volunteer as a GREETER for the.     
2021-22 year!
   ~ Don’t be left out in the cold ~

       SIGN UP TODAY!

       Email Jinx Abernathy at:

      JinxAbby@WriteMe.com
                      ~OR~
   TEXT me at:  (252) 452-0548
      To reserve YOUR month!

TRPQG  2021-2022  GREETERS

OCTOBER  2021 - SARAH WADE
NOVEMBER  2021 - ___________
DECEMBER  2021 - ___________
JANUARY  2022 - _____________
FEBRUARY  2022 - ___________
MARCH  2022 - ______________
APRIL  2022 - ________________
MAY  2022 - _________________
JUNE  2022 - _________________
JULY  2022 - _________________
AUGUST  2022 - ______________

The Busy Bees would like to invite other Guild members to contribute 
to a current project that we are working on for the children at the Vidant 
Hospital in Greenville.  They are in need of surgical style caps in bright 
or fun fabrics that the children wear during treatment.  We would like to 
collect the caps at the November guild meeting and will handle delivery 
to Vidant.

We have printed patterns available for a tie style cap.  See Sarah Wade or other 
Busy Bees for that pattern.

We are also doing gathered style caps.  Directions for these follow.

1.  Cut a 20” circle.  You can make 2 caps from 5/8 yard of fabric and 1 yard 
of 1/8” elastic.

2. Press under 3/4 “ all around the edge.  Stitch close to the edge to create a 
pocket for the elastic.

3. Leave a 1” opening at the end.
4. Using a blunt thread passer; thread an 18” length of 1/8” elastic through 

the pocket and overlap the ends.
5. Stitch lock into place. Stitch the 1” opening closed.  

mailto:JinxAbby@WriteMe.com


BROWN BAG CHALLENGE
We still have two of the “Brown Bag Challenge” projects that 
haven’t been claimed.  If you contributed the fabrics used in 
either of the projects pictured, please claim the projects that 
someone completed from your fat quarter fabrics just for you!  
If you recognize the fabrics, please contact Lisa Clark 
( 252-450-0961 by phone, text or at the Guild meeting). If 
these projects aren’t claimed by the Oct. meeting, they will 
contributed as donations.  



Busy 
Bees

Imperial Art Centre on the 2nd Tuesday of each month @ 10 am                                                                                                   
Queen Bee is Sarah Wade               

Cutting 
Corners

Braswell Library on the 3rd Friday of the month @ 10 am.                                                                              
Queen Bee is Ramona Orzell          

Happy 
Hoopers

Meeting are via Zoom on 3rd Saturday                                                                                         
Queen Bee is Frankie Powell            

Open 
Sewing

Open Sew Format @ the Imperial Art Center on the 4th Saturday of each 
month.  This Bee will resume in Fall due to room availability.                

Current Quilting Bees   

A Quilting Bee is a gathering 
for quilters to foster 
creativity, connection and 
community so that others 
feel a sense of belonging.

Happy Piecing!                          
Pam Smith 252-904-6063

K-C ONLINE

MEMBERS'  MINUTE  for  OCTOBER  2021  NEWSLETTER
  STATISTICS:   As of 11 September 2021: 
                            83 Total Members;  72 Regular Members;  7 Founding Members;  
                            2 Junior Members;  2 Honorary Members
       Please give our 4 Newest Members a warm WELCOME:

       

Allison Harris -  https://cluckclucksew.com/  
      Patterns – Tutorials - Free Patterns & Diagonal Seam Tape Tips
 Rachael & Becky the Quilted Twins -  https://www.quiltedtwins.com/
       Patterns – Fabric – Books – Free Patterns
EvaPaige Quilt Designs Beth Helfter Designer -  https://evapaigequilts.com/
Home of the Accordion Sewn hst’s  - YouTube Videos – Patterns – Books – Notions – Gifts & Kits

https://cluckclucksew.com/
https://www.quiltedtwins.com/
https://evapaigequilts.com/


  

Tar River Piecemakers
Quilting Guild

P.O. Box 7041 Rocky Mount NC 27804

TRPQG Official Charities
Patriotic quilts:   Any size

Quilts for Christian Adoption Agency:  any size 
    Please include a sample square from the quilt pattern which is given 
to the birth mother.

Isolette covers for Vidant Hospital:   should be no larger than 
36” x 36”

Quilts for Nash Hospital Nursery:   They accept any size quilts  
they use to send the babies home.  We will accept smaller blankets 
that are knitted or crocheted.  We can always find someone who has a 
need. 
 

Additional charities our TRPQG members support. 

Oncology Department Quilts:  can always use lap size quilts & Mug 
rugs for them. 

Bereavement wraps:  12” x 12” or 15” x 15” (use pattern)

Mother’s Hearts:  (ask for pattern)   used for preemies in neonatal 
departments.

Preemie Beanies:  (knitted) ask for pattern or Google them

Comfort Bags:  For Police department bags

Quarterly Challenges:  To be announced

TRPQG RECIPIES 
 GREEN BEAN CASSEROLE

  (Vegetable)

1 - 10 3/4 oz. can condensed cream of mushroom soup
2 - 14 ½ oz. cans cut green beans, drained
1  1/3 c. French-fried onions
1/8  tsp. pepper
¼ c. milk

Combine soup, milk, and pepper in a 1 ½ quart baking 
dish, stir until blended.  Stir in green beans and 2/3 cup 
fried onions, and blend well. Bake at 350 for 30 minutes.  
Stir.  Sprinkle with remaining 1/3 cup of fried onions and 
bake 5 additional minutes or until onions are golden.

Martha Cianos



ATTENTION
Machine Quilters

If you are a member of the TRPQG and you machine quilt for 
others please send your name, phone number and email 
address to Jennie@quiltchaos.com.  
In future issues of the newsletter I will list your contact 
information so TRPQG members can contact you for their 
quilting needs. 

SAVE THE DATES   
    TRPQG MEETINGS
 

   October 9th Meeting        -   Imperial Center
   November 13th Meeting  -   Imperial Center
 

Deadline for newsletter submissions is the 25th 

        

 EVENTS YOU MIGHT ENJOY

    Patchwork & Posies Quilt show - 
        Dennis Wicker Civic Center - Sanford NC
            October 15 & 16, 2021
                

   All Carolina Shop Hop - October & November, 2021
           NEW 2021 Shop Hop 

    Original Sewing & Quilt Expo - 
             September 30, October 1, & 2  -  2021
                 Fredericksburg, VA

     Mid Atlantic Quilt Festival - 
             February 24 - 27  -  2022
                     Hampton, VA
  

      The Quilting and Fiber Marketplace - 
             January 14 - 15  -  2022
                     Sanford, NC    



QUILTOLOGY  –  OCTOBER  2021

“SIPDERS!”
    Spiders are arthropods, like insects, they have an exoskeleton that is on the outside of 
their body instead of the inside.  Unlike most insects, they have eight legs.  They have 
different body parts than insects, & they also don’t move around in the same way insects do.  
Spiders are in the “Arachnid” class, but not all arachnids are spiders.  There are about 
40,000 known species of spiders.  The largest spider is the Goliath Tarantula & they can 
catch birds.  The smallest is less than 1mm long!  Spiders create silk from spinneret glands 
in their abdomen.  Most use the silk to build webs to catch their prey, which is usually 
insects.  Spiders produce silk fibers with remarkable properties including high tensile 
strength, elasticity, durability, and softness. ... We isolate and purify the silk protein, then 
spin it into fibers, similar to those like rayon and acrylic. We knit these fibers into fabrics 
and garments.

****************************************

Spiders for sewing! Who knew?
     How can a “spider” help you with sewing or quilting?  Don't worry, I’m not talking about arachnids!  A  "sewing 
spider" - also called a "leader" &/or an "ender" - is a scrap of fabric that you run through your machine at the beginning & 
end of each seam.  The spider ends up attached to your fabric by short threads & then you just trim them off & use the 
spider again & again.  The funny name comes from how it looks after its been used - with lots of thread "legs" hanging off.

     Sewing spiders help in many ways ~ they save thread because less is wasted at each 
end.  Plus, time trimming long threads is saved & you don't have as many threads on the 
floor!  It keeps the needle from coming unthreaded, especially if you hold your threads as 
you run the spider through.  The thread gets contained in stitches on the spider & carried 
off behind the machine, so they don't get sewn down in the stitches on your project.  
Spiders stop the thread from bunching up into a “bird’s nest” under the fabric as you start 
out sewing.  Best of all, spiders prevent the machine from eating your fabric!  You know, 
when the fabric gets pushed down into the needle hole & it doesn't move & the needle 
keeps going up & down forming a knotted ball on the backside, essentially sewing the 
fabric to your needle plate?  Yeah ~ that!!!

****************************************

Applications of  Spider Silk:
     Humans have been making use of spider silk for thousands of years.  The ancient Greeks used cobwebs to stop wounds 
from bleeding & the Aborigines used silk as fishing lines for small fish.  More recently, silk was used as the crosshairs in 
optical targeting devices such as guns & telescopes until World War II.  People of the Solomon Islands still use silk as fish 
nets.

     Current research in spider silk involves its potential use as an incredibly strong & versatile material.  The interest in 
spider silk is mainly due to a combination of its mechanical properties & the non-polluting way in which it is made.  The 
production of modern man-made super-fibres such as Kevlar involves petrochemical processing which contributes to 
pollution.  Kevlar is also drawn from concentrated sulphuric acid.  In contrast, the production of spider silk is completely 
environmentally friendly.  It is made by spiders at ambient temperature & pressure & is drawn from water.  In addition, 
silk is completely biodegradable.



****************************************
What can be made from spider silk?
     If the production of spider silk ever becomes industrially viable, it could replace Kevlar & be used to make a 
diverse range of items such as:
Bullet-proof clothing;  Wear-resistant lightweight clothing;  Ropes;  Nets;  Seat belts;  Parachutes;  
Rust-free panels on motor vehicles or boats;  Biodegradable bottles;  Bandages;  surgical thread;

Artificial tendons or ligaments;  Supports for weak blood vessels;  etc.
     However the production of spider silk is not simple & there are inherent problems.  First, spiders cannot be 
farmed like silkworms since they are cannibals & will simply eat each other if in close proximity.  The silk 
produced is very fine so 400 spiders would be needed to produce only one square yard of cloth.  The silk also 
hardens when exposed to air which makes it difficult to work with.  The alternative approach is to learn how 
spiders spin silk & copy them to make synthetic spider silk.  The silk itself would also have to be artificially 
made.  Chemical synthesis of spider silk is not viable at present due to the lack of knowledge about silk 
structure.  The replication of silk is currently being achieved using genetic engineering.  There are still problems 
with developing synthetic spider silk.  Research is still in its early stages but unravelling the secrets of spider silk 
is underway.
     SOMEDAY ~ you will be hoarding those spider webs on your front porch, instead of vacuuming them into 
oblivion!!!  In the meantime, how about making your OWN “Spider Web” ~ just in time for Halloween!

         Happy Quilting!

EASY SPIDER WEB QUILT
By Marcia Hohn, March 27, 2003 

Makes a 7" paper pieced block, but,  since the template is NOT actual size, make 
the block ANY size you prefer, for ANY size quilt!


